RGGI Portal
Helping you to identify risks, interpret market developments and anticipate price movements
The ICIS RGGI Portal is a blend of qualitative analysis and a suite of inputs and outputs from
ICIS’ Timing Impact Model (TIM), including price forecasts, fundamental data and companyspecific behavior data.

Expert carbon analysis giving you a market advantage
The ICIS RGGI Portal gives you an advantage in the market by helping you
identify risks and understand what drives participant behavior in the RGGI market.
Our team of expert analysts understands better than anyone the way you need
to digest information. In addition to providing the inputs and outputs of the TIM to
subscribers (that you can feed into your own analysis), we also explain what the
data means. Our team of analysts are also available by email, phone or instant
message to answer your questions.
We shine a light on why the market moves, what drives these movements
and what to expect in the future. This is why we’re the go-to source for the
RGGI market.

The ICIS TIM (Timing Impact
Model) is a unique modeling
technique which captures utility
hedging rates and banking
behavior of industrials. It
forecasts the true market
balance, enabling you to better
understand the risk exposure of
your trades and to trade ahead of
the curve.

The RGGI Portal solution gives you:
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reports to help you understand
the policy/regulatory risks and
events that could move prices.

by email, phone or instant
message.
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information on key policies
or developments, such
as the Clean Power Plan
or new states potentially
joining RGGI.

Reports which analyze
participant behavior to
help you understand what
has happened and the
likely repercussions for
the market.

prices and auction results
presented in flexible and
interactive tools.

price forecast through 2030
with different scenarios,
implementing the new Model
Rule from 2017.
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